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Put your stories to work
Propel your thought leadership
Elevate your influence
Amplify your communication
Build your business

DESIGNED FOR
IMPACT BUSINESS FOUNDERS,
THOUGHT LEADERS & CHANGEMAKERS
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IS THIS YOU?

BUILD A BETTER WORLD
Are you a thought leader, a social enterprise, impact business or not for profit
founder in a start up or emerging business or organisation? After decades of
working with people like you, we’ve observed many of these challenges.

Agitated passion

You’re sitting on a compelling story because your intersection of expertise,

experience, and worldviews is always unique and fascinating. But do you often
express agitated passion? It’s not surprising. A combination of creativity,

innovation, and empathy can breed the unexpected; the new but not yet tested.

Inarticulated purpose

You can muster massive value, but are you juggling too much to have clearly

articulated your purpose and identified your operating framework? Both of these
reveal and underpin your best stories.

Multiple possibility disorder
Underused insights

Are you caught in a vortex of ideas? Do you suffer from multiple possibility
disorder, offering too much in too many variations too many markets?

You will have amassed a body of knowledge and the insights that support it. But,
do you express these in statistics and data, rather than tell the inspired stories
that would make them irresistible, and you an authority?

No value proposition

Unclear messaging

Have you modelled your offer and manifested it in a simple one page value

proposition? This will guide your communication strategy and storytelling.
Have you identified your most relevant stories to carry your message to your

people and embed it in them? If you aren’t able to tell them, you won’t always

attract and retain the attention of those you most need to come aboard—those
you wish to serve.

Lost stories

Clear and compelling communication can be lost in a tumult of passion and

overwhelm. When you most need it, does your ability to otherwise communicate
or pitch clearly abandon you? Are your stories lost or jumbled?

Building a better business and a better world
Gaining clarity

Hauling clarity back into a safe environment in which creativity flourishes,
innovation thrives, and business grows is a collaborative process.

Becoming curious

It relies on the curiosity to ask the right, but not always obvious questions. It

needs deep listening for the clues in the answers that will point to this elusive
quality. Clarity requires deep curiosity and gentle guidance.

Clarity will shift you from agitated passion to focused determination. It stops the
spin and takes the noise out of your head.

Telling your stories

Then you can unearth and craft your best stories. Telling them connects and

engages your best people, shifting ignorance to comprehension and apathy to
positive action, so they willingly partner with you in building a better world.
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Works masterclasses—Focus your Story Lens, Love your

PERFECT YOUR PITCH

In the first six weeks we work through the five Clarity

MODEL YOUR PROPOSITION

business communication and your storytelling skills.

STORY AT WORK

MARSHAL YOUR INSIGHTS

through a series of masterclasses to build foundational

FOCUS YOUR STORY LENS

leadership and change-making success, we’ll work

LOVE YOUR PEOPLE

CLARITY WORKS

a master storyteller, maximising your thought

MASTER STORYTELLING

In a unique approach to working with you to become

UNPACK YOUR VALUE

clarity

CLARITY IS A BEAUTIFUL PLACE

Model your Proposition.

In the remaining weeks, we cover the masterclasses in

MENTORING • MASTERCLASSES • COACHING MODULES

Story At Work— Master Storytelling, Perfect your Pitch
and Powerfully Present.

FOCUS YOUR STORY LENS
Focus Your Story Lens explores the most captivating
lens for irresistible storytelling— your purpose and
principles. Without a simple articulated purpose

through which you can filter every message, and a set

of identified principles—the immutable laws by which

you operate—stories are random, rather than purposeled, contextualised, and relevant for your audience.

LOVE YOUR PEOPLE
Love Your People takes your understanding of your

people beyond simply knowing who they are. Through
a deep examination of trust and truth, you build a
deeper affinity and empathy for them.

We work through the many ways in which you

can examine the challenges, issues, or pain they

experience, and the symptoms of those needs. In each
lies the stories you can tell that will specifically and—
with love—address them.

UNPACK YOUR VALUE
How much attention do you pay to the unique value

you’ve accumulated, simply by being alive for decades?
We all sit on a pinnacle of value and the stories that

support it, but that doesn’t mean we can see or use it.
Unpack your Value rewards you with the time and the
tools to unravel and unpack it.

It is in the intersections of your experience and
expertise that your uniqueness lies. Once identified,
you can create or refine the most remarkable solution
for those on whom you wish to have an impact, and
from which you can tell your best stories.

MARSHALL YOUR INSIGHTS
When you gather a body of knowledge over a period
of time, you also collect the insights (facts in context)
that give credibility to your wisdom.Too often though,
insights are expressed through data and statistics,
almost instantly forgotten.
Marshal Your Insights offers you the opportunity to
gather your insights and learn how to wrap them in
story. This is profound communication. It embeds their
importance, boosts recall of the facts, and cements
your authority and prescience in your field.

MODEL YOUR PROPOSITION
Model your Proposition presents a unique modelling
framework as a means of identifying your principles
and their supporting tenets of operation.
From this, you can build a simple, one page value
proposition of your offer.
The process captures the challenges and problems your
people experience. It also identifies the mistakes they
make, creating a compendium of targeted, relevant
stories you can tell to ameloriate each of their issues.
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AT WORK

STORY

PUTTING YOUR STORIES TO WORK

AT WORK

CLARITY
Unclear

Purposeful

MASTERCLASSES
CONTEXT

CONTENT

Story
at work
CURIOSITY
Uninformed

COHERENCE
CONCEPT

Enlightened

Ambiguity
Authority

so you capture attention, engage your audience, and
boost recall of your messages.
You will work through:
• isolating the purpose for your talk

STORYTELLING MASTERY
Over the duration of the Storytelling Mastery

masterclass we define the structure of, and content
for purpose-driven storytelling, and the tools

to unearth and archive relevant stories for your
audience. It helps you to:

• Understand the intention for any one story
• Examine your personal value and expertise to
unearth your best stories

• Ensure your storytelling is relevant and supportive
of your people’s needs

• Demonstrate transactional storytelling.
Storytelling Mastery Part 1 deals with structure

and context. We work through story context and

• getting forensic about the people you’re talking to
• identifing your intention for them—what do you
want them to think, feel, and do

• unravelling your fundamental messages
• identifying your best insights
• uncovering the personal and curated stories that
are the key to connecting to, and engaging with
your audience

• the structure and language that differentiates a
talk from a memorable presentation or keynote
• how to weave cadence into it so that it intrigues
your listeners and holds their attention.

PERFECT YOUR PITCH

collection, organising your stories, working through

Information overload and hyperconnectivity has

as vignettes, loops, and threads.

It doesn’t matter how impactful your work is, unless

the classic story arc, and structural techniques such
Storytelling Mastery Part 2 involves the craft of

storytelling, how you use language, open your stories,
and employ rythmn and cadence to captivate your
listener.

POWERFULLY PRESENT
You’re a passionate change-maker. You need to
speak, but do you shine from the stage?
Powerfully Present takes you through what you need
to become a persuasive presenter; one able to craft
and present with elegance, humanity, and conviction

made our attention our brains’ scarcest commodity.
you can pitch clearly and compellingly, the right
people won’t hear it.

In these masterclasses you will learn:
• the structure of effective pitching
• how to articulate why, what, how, and who to
incorporate into your pitch
• how to identify your key messages and extract the
stories that best illustrate them
• how to include an appropriate transactional call
to action.
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Unpacks your
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Why you do

CURIOSITY
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truth

PRINCIPLES
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THE PROGRAM IN MORE DETAIL

BUILD A BETTER WORLD

Weeks 1—6: CLARITY WORKS
CLARITY

CURIOSITY

COHERENCE

•

What matters to you short,

•

What’s your truth?

•

What are you positioning?

What’s your purpose?

•

What are your challenges?

•

What platforms and why?

•
•
•
•
•

medium, long term?

Define your principles

•
•

What are your values?

What is your unique value?
What’s your proposition?

•
•
•

What are your opportunities?

•

What’s your best work? Why?

•

Who are your people? Why?

•

What are their problems, issues?

•

What mistakes do they make?

•

What’s your promise?

What are your insights•

What are your key messages?
How to organise your value?
Model your proposition

WEEK 1&2

WEEK 3

WEEK 4

WEEK 5

WEEK 6

FOCUS YOUR
STORY LENS

LOVE YOUR
PEOPLE

UNPACK YOUR
VALUE

MARSHALL YOUR
INSIGHTS

MODEL YOUR
PROPOSITION

WEEK 7—8: Personal reflection, no sessions. WEEK 9 Interactive review

Weeks 10—12: STORY AT WORK—Story Mastery
WEEK 9: MASTERCLASS 1

WEEK 10: MASTERCLASS 2

WEEK 11: MASTERCLASS 3

Story context & collection

Structure, language, craft

Transactional storytelling

•

Context for storytelling

•

Organising content

How do your frame your stories for

•

Story trail and theme

•

Truth in language

people who love what you do and will

Deconstructing your stories

who have the ear of these people?

•
•
•
•

Organising your stories
The Story Arc

Vignettes, loops, threads

Collecting founder stories

•
•
•
•

A powerful opener

your stakeholders? Who are the

Rhythm & cadence

advocate for you? Who are the partners

Editing

Employing intention to engage them.

Weeks 13—15: STORY AT WORK— Perfect your Pitch, Powerfully Present
WEEK 13: POWERFULLY PRESENT

WEEK 14: PERFECT YOUR PITCH

WEEK 15: PERFORMANCE

Based on the ground work from the

Extract and edit from the founder

Each participant performs their 10

10 minute founder story/keynote.

a video script, pitch deck and in other

feedback from the group.

masterclasses, collate and develop your

story a three minute pitch to use as

Develop the structure, identify the key

applications.

key ideas worth sharing. Craft it.

deliver both story and script.

messages, supporting stories and the

Performance techniques and tips to

minute talk to collective and forward
We finish with a free ranging

discussion about the program, and
your next steps
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SCHEDULE & INVESTMENT

BUILD A BETTER WORLD

PROGRAM
2021
Wk

Activity

Date

Duration

Time

1

FOCUS YOUR STORYTELLING LENS

Friday Aug 6 2021

90 minutes

10.30am

2

FOCUS YOUR STORYTELLING LENS

Friday Aug 13 2021 90 minutes

10.30am

3

LOVE YOUR PEOPLE

Friday Aug 20 2021 90 minutes

10.30am

4

UNPACK YOUR VALUE

Friday Aug 27 2021 90 minutes

10.30am

5

MARSHALL YOUR INSIGHTS

Friday Sept 3 2021 90 minutes

10.30am

6

MODEL YOUR PROPOSITION

Friday Sept 10 2021 90 minutes

10.30am

7&8

PERSONAL REVIEW & REFLECTION

Friday 17 & 24

—

10.30am

9

INTERACTIVE REVIEW

Friday Oct 1 2021

2 hours

10.30am

10

STORY MASTERY 1: Story context & collection

Friday Oct 8 2021

90 minutes

10.30am

11

STORY MASTERY 2: Structure, language, craft

Friday Oct 15 2021

90 minutes

10.30am

12

STORY MASTERYS 3: Transactional storytelling Friday Oct 22 2021 90 minutes

10.30am

13

POWERFULLY PRESENT

Friday Oct 29 2021 2 hours

10.30am

14

PERFECT YOUR PITCH

Friday Nov 5 2021

10.30am

15

PERFORMANCE & REVIEW

Friday Nov 12 2021 90 minutes

2 hours

10.30am

INVESTMENT
4 x $390 installments across four months.

ONE ON ONE COACHING
When required, additional one on one coaching is available throughout the program
at a discounted investment of $195 for 90 minutes.

SECURE YOUR PLACE
The program has limited capacity. To book your place contact: sandy@sandymcdonald.com
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WHAT OTHERS SAY
ABOUT YOUR FACILITATOR
Before I joined the Changing Stories membership program,
I knew what I was doing in my business, but couldn’t
clearly articulate WHY I was doing it. Being able to explore
the principles and purpose underpinning my work in
a safe, supportive space has been like finding hidden
treasure. it was there all along, I just couldn’t see it! Sandy
embodies thoughtful consideration, gently challenging
assumptions and always seeking clarity. It is an honour to
work with her. I can see the benefits of applying my newfound understandings to my messaging, to the clarity of
the stories I share and to the structure of the book I am
writing. If I am Luke Skywalker in this Hero’s Journey, then
Sandy most certainly is Yoda! Elizabeth Diacos, Career
Transition Coaching for Educators
I took part in an online course, Changing Stories, and
not only really enjoyed it, but found it of great value –
both personally and professionally. Through excellently
delivered videos, online group discussions and exercises,
Sandy gave us an understanding of the science of
storytelling and why story is so powerful as a means
of communicating clearly and coherently to build
trust, understanding, collaboration and, ultimately, to
bring about change. As a group we explored our ‘Why’,
our purpose, and learnt to craft compelling stories to
communicate our messages, values and experience. We
learnt to mine our lives for the stories that have shaped
us. My antennae are finely tuned to story: now I’m hearing
stories everywhere. Never has there been a better time
to explore story as a means of achieving positive change.
Highly recommended. Charlotte Francis Grantwriter

Sandy McDonald

Sandy is someone you want to have in your corner when
searching for that elusive CLARITY! Sandy coached me
over a three month period to help me cut through the
fog of my ideas and pin down the ones that contributed
the most to my mission to bring Impact Spending to
the world.She pushed me hard but always with great
compassion and I left every session feeling energised
and with a list of actionable insights. Sandy’s experience
as a speaker was also hugely beneficial in helping me
script and prepare for an important keynote opportunity
to share my message. Matt Perfect, Founder, Impact
Spending

storytelling to start a global community that

My eyes have been opened to the under-recognised
power of story to influence and excite. It has changed
the way I communicate through all means, whether this
be in patient interactions, teaching, presentations, social
media or grant applications. Story power is a tool that can
deeply enrich understanding and empower change; quite
possibly my secret key to success! Dr Ada Cheung, The
University of Melbourne

Sandy is an author, TEDx speaker, trainer, and
storytelling communication coach.
She has trained and coached hundreds of business
owners, professionals, and academics to bring
clarity and light into their complex communication
world, and affect transformation through purposedriven contextualised storytelling.
She is the founder of SandyMcDonald.com and
Australian charity, CreateCare Global.
After 32 years running successful marketing
communication companies, she used purposeful
has worked for 12 years to support orphaned and
vulnerable children.
She believes that stories told coherently from
clarity of purpose and principles act as a conduit
to curiosity and truth seeking, fuelling the energy
to enrich, transform and save lives. Her book, Clans,
Supercharge your business, details how.

SandyMcDonald
CONTACT
e. sandy@sandymcdonald.com
w. sandymcdonald.com
m. 0408 935 905
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